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Quote No.: AM / 24 / 545 Account

Customer:
Re: 

0 Only 1 option 0

Cavendish seat - Ribbens 28 July 2024

Date: 28 June 2024

Plaistow and Ilfold Parish Council Quotation valid until ↓

.

Other

*PRODUCTS SURCHARGE:   Due to a number of factors, the cost of manufacture and materials remains volatile. The prices of some products will 

therefore be subject to a surcharge, which may vary. Where applicable, this will show separately on quotations and invoices and is not 

guaranteed to remain at the percentage quoted.

Qty Item Detail Unit Subtotal

1 2400 Cavendish Seat £896.00 £896.00

0

0

0 0.0% 0 £0.00 £0.00

1 Carved Inscription 74 characters: £175.00 £175.00

£65.00 For up to 30 characters

£110.00 For additional 44 characters @ £2.50 each

0 0.0% 0 £0.00 £0.00

1 K6 Fixing Kit Concrete-in securing straps for Traditional seats, (set of 2) £26.00 £26.00

0 0.0% 0 £0.00 £0.00

0

Total (excl carriage & VAT) £1,097.00

0

Carriage and Packing for 1 unit to postcode area: £85.00

0

0

0

RH - Redhill

0

It is important to note that no timber treatment is needed to protect these seats and the original colour will weather to a natural silver-grey. If 

required, it can be lightly sanded and re-stained periodically.

The timber is a natural material and there will be variances in shade between boards/slats and even across sections.

All prices quoted exclude V.A.T.

Confirmation is sent within three working days of receipt of order; please contact if not received. 

0

All goods are delivered with assembly/installation instructions and applicable fastenings.

Deliveries are made by singular operatives, using either our own transport or third party carriers. Please note that we are unable to make deliveries 

at weekends and have limited capability regarding the time of day. Customers are contacted in advance to make the necessary arrangements. 

It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure there is suitable access to off-load points for vehicles. Delivery excludes off-loading so suitable 

manpower will need to be available for that (drivers may assist where possible) and moving to desired location. 

Please note:

We would be prepared to supply these goods to you on an account basis, with our invoice payable within 28 days.  If purchased privately, we would 

require payment prior to manufacture.

0

Delivery will follow in up to 6 working weeks (although this may be extended).

Heavyweight traditional all timber, iroko

Finished planed & sanded

WITHOUT central arm & leg


